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At a Glance
The surge in the number of individuals and 
businesses working from home and increased 
reliance on various online communication 
platforms has heightened the risk of a data 
breach due to a cyberattack and disclosure  
of client confidences to third parties. Legal 
professionals should ask themselves: Do I 
know enough about the technology to 
communicate sensitive information and am I 
doing enough to uphold my ethical duty to 
maintain client confidences?
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Unfettered private communications between attorneys 
and clients have long been protected under common 
law and are a bedrock principle of American jurispru

dence. The vigorous use of electronic communications dur
ing the COVID19 outbreak heightens the need for attorneys 
to understand new and developing technologies and how us
ing those technologies impact attorneyclient confidentiality. 
Due to the utility of email and other online communication 
platforms like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and Slack, law firms 
employ these various tools widely to communicate with cli
ents under the assumption they are protected by attorney
client privilege.

But are they? What potential is there for inadvertent dis
closures due to cyberattacks or, perhaps worse yet, through 
authorization by the firm itself when it adopts thirdparty soft
ware technologies?

With a growing number of cyberattacks and a variety of 
communication platforms, lawyers must be diligent in select
ing email and thirdparty software services. By reviewing the 
firm’s existing information technology security policies, in
cluding an extensive review of the terms of service (TOS) of 
email and thirdparty software providers used to communi
cate client confidences, law firms can mitigate the risk of a 
data breach and avoid ethics violations.

Business email compromise

In the United States, companies saw a 29 percent increase 
in the cost of cybercrime between 2017 and 2018.1 Of the 
various cyberattacks, business email compromise/email ac
count compromise (BEC/EAC) is among the most common. 
The FBI’s Internet Crime Report highlights crimes reported 
by businesses and individuals to the Internet Crime Complaint 
Center (IC3); its “Hot Topics for 2019” report showed it re
ceived more than 23,000 BEC/EAC complaints with adjusted 
losses of more than $1.7 billion for that year.2 The IC3 char
acterizes BEC/EAC as a “sophisticated scam that targets both 
businesses and individuals who perform legitimate transfer
offunds requests.”3 One variation involves compromising le
gitimate business email accounts and requesting employees’ 
personally identifiable information or W2 forms. In 2018, 
Michigan ranked among the top 10 states for BEC/EAC losses4 
with more than $27 million in losses to businesses and indi
viduals in the state.5

For law firms, instances of BEC/EAC magnify exposure 
for both the firm and the client whose data was breached. If 
the firm causes the breach through sloppy security practices, 
the client may suffer identity theft, fraud, negative publicity, 
and financial loss. Similarly, the firm must face the conse
quences, including potential violations of the Michigan Rules 
of Professional Conduct (MRPC) 1.1 regarding competence and 
MRPC 1.6 regarding confidentiality of information.

Attorney use of email and confidentiality

Email has been around for a while, but it hasn’t always an 
acceptable form of communication for attorneys because its 
use would have violated the duty to safeguard client confi
dences. Before Congress made intercepting email a crime,6 
the American Bar Association and several state bars consid
ered unencrypted email too insecure. Within two years of 
Congress passing the National Information Infrastructure Pro
tection Act,7 the ABA issued a formal opinion stating that at
torneys now had a reasonable expectation of privacy when 
using unencrypted email.8

The ABA 20/20 Committee on Ethics updated its Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct in 2012 to provide guidance re
garding attorneys’ use of technology and confidentiality.9 Most 
notably, ABA Rule 1.6 (Confidentiality) was changed by add
ing subsection (c): “A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 
prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or un
authorized access to, information relating to representation of 
a client.” A violation of MRPC 1.6(b), in contrast, would require 
a lawyer to knowingly reveal client confidences. Despite the 
differences between ABA Rule 1.6 and MRPC 1.6, attorneys 
may violate either or both by failing to review the email ser
vice provider’s TOS. Under ABA Model Rule 1.6, the lawyer 
could be viewed as failing to make reasonable efforts to pre
vent the unauthorized disclosure of information relating to 
representation of a client; under MRPC 1.6, the lawyer could 
be viewed as knowingly revealing client confidences by using 
an email service provider—or any other thirdparty commu
nication platform—if the TOS grant the provider an inter
est in the content of the communication, which is often in 
the form of a license. If the TOS license terms are sufficiently 
broad, the standard for violating MRPC 1.6(b)—knowingly 
revealing client confidences—is surprisingly easy to trip over.

Competence and confidentiality

MRPC 1.1 requires lawyers to provide “competent repre
sentation to a client.” Regarding maintaining competence, the 
comments to MRPC 1.1 suggest that lawyers “should engage 
in continuing study and education, including the knowledge 
and skill regarding existing and developing technology that 
are reasonably necessary to provide competent represen
tation for the client in a particular matter.” Failure to stay 
abreast of existing and developing technology can lead to 
violating MRPC 1.6. Without careful inspection of incoming 
emails, firms and businesses are at risk of a data breach, be 
it from BEC/EAC or some other cyberattack. Similarly, these 
organizations should carefully scrutinize the method of com
munication and the TOS of email and software service pro
viders. To meet the standards of MRPC 1.1 and 1.6, legal pro
fessionals must ask themselves: do I know enough about the 
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and any licenses to the email provider to use the information 
being transmitted. License grants of content, if any, should be 
limited only to the service provider for the limited purpose of 
improving email service to the user. If the provider requests 
a broad license grant of content for its use—perhaps with the 
right to sublicense content to third parties—the risk of violat
ing client confidences is high.

Google’s TOS, especially as it relates to email content and 
how it uses that content, is notorious and beyond the scope of 
reasonable. Under its TOS, Google defines content as “things 
you write, upload, submit, store, send, receive, or share with 
Google using our services, such as. . .emails you send through 
Gmail.”10 Gmail users grant Google a license to use email 
content—including attorneyclient communications intended 
to be treated as confidential—in almost any manner. In rele
vant part, the Google’s TOS reads as follows:

Some of our services are designed to let you upload, submit, 
store, send, receive, or share your content. You have no obli-
gation to provide any content to our services and you’re free 
to choose the content that you want to provide. If you choose 
to upload or share content, please make sure you have the 
necessary rights to do so and that the content is lawful.

Your content remains yours, which means that you retain 
any intellectual property rights that you have in your con-
tent. For example, you have intellectual property rights in 
the creative content you make, such as reviews you write. Or 
you may have the right to share someone else’s creative con-
tent if they’ve given you their permission.

We need your permission if your intellectual property rights 
restrict our use of your content. You provide Google with 
that permission through this license.

This license is:

 •  worldwide, which means it’s valid anywhere in the world.

 •  non-exclusive, which means you can license your con-
tent to others.

 •  royalty-free, which means there are no fees for this license.

This license allows Google to:

 •  host, reproduce, distribute, communicate, and use your 
content—for example, to save your content on our sys-
tems and make it accessible from anywhere you go.

 •  publish, publicly perform, or publicly display your con-
tent, if you’ve made it visible to others.

 •  modify and create derivative works based on your con-
tent, such as reformatting or translating it.

 •  sublicense these rights to:
  o  other users to allow the services to work as designed, 

such as enabling you to share photos with people 
you choose.

technology to communicate sensitive client information, and 
am I doing enough to uphold my ethical duty to maintain cli
ent confidences?

The answer depends on the email provider and/or third
party communication software used by the firm, the TOS 
agreements, and a diligent review of those agreements. By 
glossing over the TOS without careful review (“click here to 
accept the Terms of Service Agreement”), attorneys may un
knowingly reveal client confidences or secrets.

Review the TOS

When using email, attorneys should be concerned about 
risks to confidentiality due to the general legal uncertainty 
of privacy expectations for email, broad waivers of email pri
vacy through an email provider’s TOS, and disclosures to 
third parties—particularly thirdparty applications. Attorneys 
must understand the TOS related to existing and developing 
technologies so they may effectively communicate the risks 
to clients, who need to understand them before providing in
formed consent. In this regard, MRPC 1.6(c)(1) reads, in rele
vant part “[a] lawyer may reveal confidences or secrets with 
the consent of the client or clients affected, but only after full 
disclosure to them[.]” The lawyer is thus required to inform 
the client of the risk of waiving the attorneyclient privilege 
through the use of an email service provider that allows a third 
party (e.g., the email service provider) to access the content 
of communications.

Know how to identify bad TOS

Since we all use email, consider the example of the most 
commonly used free provider: Google’s Gmail. When re
viewing the TOS of any email service provider, lawyers must 
carefully review how the provider defines “content”; transfers 
of ownership of any intellectual property contained therein; 

Gmail users grant  
Google a license  
to use email content—
including attorney- 
client communications 
intended to be treated  
as confidential— 
in almost any manner.
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which, depending on the sensitivity of the information com
municated, could cost your license to practice law.

Google allows third-party developers  
to read your emails

The Wall Street Journal reported in 2018 that Google con
tinues to allow thirdparty application developers to scan and 
share data from Gmail accounts if Google determines the pri
vacy policies of those developers adequately disclose poten
tial uses.13 The article further revealed that “outside app de
velopers can access information about what products people 
buy, where they travel and which friends and colleagues they 
interact with the most. In some cases, employees at these app 
companies have read people’s actual emails in order to im
prove their software algorithms.”14 This appears to still be the 
case, as Google’s TOS permit them to “sublicense these rights 
to. . .our contractors.”15

If a lawyer has read and agreed to Gmail’s TOS or knows 
of the ability of thirdparty application developers to read 
emails sent through Gmail, he or she is likely to have know
ingly violated MRPC 1.6(b)(1) by continuing to use Gmail to 
communicate with clients.

Inform your clients

Attorneys should adopt the practice of informing clients 
at the outset of an engagement that using Google’s services 
constitutes a waiver of attorneyclient privilege—specifically, 
Google’s TOS agreement grants a third party (Google and 
Google’s contractors) license to purportedly confidential com
munications. In the litigation context, this waiver would have 
to be disclosed where the privilege is asserted. By adopting 
this practice of informing clients at the outset of an engage
ment, attorneys can uphold their ethical obligations under 
MRPC 1.1 and MRPC 1.6(b).

TOS of other common email providers

Google is not the only email service provider with a trouble
some TOS. By way of comparison, other free email provid
ers, as a condition to using the service, also require prospec
tive users to grant a limited license to content, but how the 
content is used or how “content” is defined varies. In grant
ing a license to your content, some providers restrict the use 
of that content to enhance the delivery of the provider’s ser
vices16 and the license terminates when the user terminates 
use of the service.17 Other providers limit the license where 
your content is published in areas accessible to the public.18 
Still other free email service providers do not have access 
to the content of your email messages.19 The TOS of these 

  o  our contractors who’ve signed agreements with us that 
are consistent with these terms, only for the limited 
purposes described in the Purpose section below.

This license is for the limited purpose of:

 •  operating and improving the services, which means al-
lowing the services to work as designed and creating new 
features and functionalities. This includes using auto-
mated systems and algorithms to analyze your content:

  o  for spam, malware, and illegal content.
  o  to recognize patterns in data, such as determining 

when to suggest a new album in Google Photos to 
keep related photos together.

  o  to customize our services for you, such as providing 
recommendations and personalized search results, 
content, and ads (which you can change or turn off 
in Ads Settings).

 •  using content you’ve shared publicly to promote the ser-
vices. For example, to promote a Google app, we might 
quote a review you wrote. Or to promote Google Play, 
we might show a screenshot of the app you offer in the 
Play Store.

In short, Google “. . .can host, reproduce, communicate, and 
use your content. . .developing new technologies and services 
for Google consistent with these terms.”11 This analysis occurs 
as the content is sent, received, and when it is stored. By grant
ing this license, client and attorney communication is shared 
with a third party, destroying the privilege of attorneyclient 
communications under MRPC 1.6.

Creating a Gmail account requires users to first create a 
Google account, which in turn requires one to agree to 
Google’s TOS before using any of its products. The offending 
clause is not listed on the account signup page; rather, you 
must open a different link to read the complete TOS agree
ment. As is common with most pointandclick agreements, 
many users gloss over the license language and by accepting 
the terms without a complete understanding of the property 
rights conferred, the user grants Google a limited license to 
the content of their communications.

Despite limiting language that appears to protect the user’s 
rights of intellectual property ownership, Google’s license is 
not limited to improving Gmail’s services. On the contrary, 
based on a plain reading of the TOS, Google could use your 
information—or worse, your client’s information—to develop 
new services unrelated to Gmail. The TOS are not restricted 
to Gmail; Google’s TOS apply to almost every software ser
vice it offers. To further cement its rights in your content, the 
user agrees to a term “for as long as your content is protected 
by intellectual property rights.”12 Signing up for and using 
Gmail may be free, but if you communicate client confidences 
using this service, you likely violate MRPC 1.1 and 1.6(b) 
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Key takeaways

Attorneys should understand the technology they elect to 
use before adopting it as part of regular practice. Carefully 
review providers’ TOS to ensure that the content of any com
munications will not be revealed to anyone but the attorney 
and client. The increase in businesses and individuals work
ing remotely has increased reliance on email and other com
munication platforms. As a consequence, there is an increased 
risk of a cyberattack; email appears to be the most suscepti
ble to an attack and subsequent data breach.

Firms of all sizes should evaluate existing information secu
rity policies, including a thorough review of the TOS of all 
software products that can read, write, or otherwise access 
confidential client information. Attorneys must weigh the util
ity of the services offered by email and software service pro
viders against the risk that the TOS of those providers ex
poses client confidences. Law firms should avoid any service 
provider whose TOS require a broad license grant and an 
expansive definition of “content.” If clients utilize a service 
provider whose TOS contain similarly broad language, the at
torney should inform the client of the risks of using the ser
vice. If the content of the communication is particularly sen
sitive, attorneys should counsel their clients to communicate 
on a platform that does not grant the provider carte blanche 
to it. By adopting these practices, attorneys uphold their ethi
cal obligations under MRPC 1.1 and MRPC 1.6. n
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